
Art - Textiles (AQA)
A Level Preparation Work

Welcome to A Level Art Textiles

You will work on your bridging project from now, over the summer holidays and then bring the work into school
for your first textiles lesson in September. I have selected 2 nice projects (below) for you to choose from. You
only need to select 1.

Costume design

Artists and fashion designers have been involved in costume design for the stage and screen, ballet and film. Erté

produced creative and elaborate designs for film, theatre and opera. Yolanda Sonnabend designed for theatre

and ballet, and designer Jenny Beavan produced costume designs for the ‘Mad Max: Fury Road’ film. Refer to

appropriate examples and produce your own work.

At the beach

Shells, pebbles, seaweed, flotsam and jetsam and beach huts have provided artists, designers and craftspeople

with a rich source of inspiration. Diane Rogers embellishes fabrics with quilted and embroidered images of

pebbles, flotsam and jetsam. Jenny Arnott uses traditional and digital printing and appliqué with stitch on her

beach hut textile pieces. Refer to relevant sources and produce your own response.

What to do:

 Get yourself a sketch book. This can be any size you want. Please note: You are not required to use a

sewing machine if you do not have one. You must not worry about this.

 Page 1: Do some research on your chosen project and create an interestingmoodboard

 Page 2: Create a mind map full of as many ideas as possible related to your project

 Pages 3 & 4: Choose 2 artists and create a double information page about them (1 artist per page). Include

notes, small sketches and images of their work.

 Pages 5 & 6: Choose 2 designers (they do not have to be the ones mentioned in the brief) and create a

double information page about them. Include notes, small sketches and images of their work

 Pages 7 & 8: Try to take some photos of visits or days out, your garden – anywhere! Use the photos and

relate them back to your brief. Try taking a small section of the photo and draw it. Use different media

(paint, colouring pencils, inks, sand and glue – anything!) Use your imagination to create a double page

based on the photos you took

 Pages 9 onwards: Have fun! Work in your sketch book in any way you wish to develop art textiles skills. You

do not have to complete every page in the sketch book. Have a look at some successful sketch book page

examples below:

 Extend: Experiment with as many different media techniques as possible. Try to replicate some of your

chosen artist’swork with your own ideas to link together.


